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Abstract

Classically, any structure for a signature Σ may be completed to a model
of a desired regular theory T by means of the chase construction or small
object argument. Moreover, this exhibits Mod(T) as weakly re�ective in
Str(Σ).

We investigate this in the constructive setting. The basic construction is
unproblematic; however, it is no longer a weak re�ection. Indeed, we show
that various re�ection principles for models of regular theories are equivalent
to choice principles in the ambient set theory. However, the embedding of a
structure into its chase-completion still satis�es a conservativity property,
which su�ces for applications such as the completeness of regular logic with
respect to Tarski (i.e. set) models.

Unlike most constructive developments of predicate logic, we do not
assume that equality between symbols in the signature is decidable. While in
this setting, we also give a version of one classical lemma which is trivial over
discrete signatures but more interesting here: the abstraction of constants in
a proof to variables.

1 Introduction

Most developments of �rst-order logic are given in a classical meta-theory. Even
presentations in constructive settings usually assume that the signature is discrete:
that is, that decidability (excluded middle) holds for equality of the basic function
and predicate symbols. This precludes various classical constructions, such as the
diagram of a structure1.

In many cases, this restriction can be dropped with little consequence. Many
standard results and constructions, especially as developed in the categorical
tradition, go through constructively for arbitrary signatures with no signi�cant
modi�cation.

Some, however, do not adapt so straightforwardly. Here we set down construc-
tive versions of two such results, for arbitrary signatures: the “chase” construction

1Or, similarly in categorical logic, the internal language of a category
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for producing models of regular (or “positive-primitive”) theories; and the abstrac-
tion of constants in a proof to variables.

Most substantially, we investigate the chase construction for regular theories.
This is one of a family of similar constructions which have been invented

independently in several �elds. We draw the name chase from database theory
[AHV95, §8.4]; categorically, it is a form of the small object argument [AHRT02].

In each case, the idea is to construct a model of a regular theory2, starting
from a given structure, by iteratively adjoining elements to witness all existential
axioms, and updating the basic predicates as necessary. Classically, this provides
a weak re�ection from arbitrary structures into models of the theory. That is,
it provides for each structure A a model A and homomorphism η : A // Ch (A),
such that any homomorphism f : A //M from A to a model extends along η to a
homomorphism f̄ : Ch (A) //M .

In Section 4 we give a functorial chase construction for regular theories, and
show that this provides a T-conservative map from any structure into a model
of the theory. This su�ces for applications including the regular and geometric
completeness of regular logic (with respect to Tarski models).

However, unless choice holds, this cannot provide a weak re�ection as it does
classically. Indeed, in Section 5, we show (using variations of the chase) that
this and related re�ection principles for regular theories are equivalent to choice
principles in the ambient set theory.

Chase constructions can be regarded and used syntactically as a kind of proof
calculus (see e.g. [CLR01]): presentation formulas take the place of structures, and
results of the process correspond to provable consequences. This exploits the
interchangability of variables and constants/elements, something classically too
simple to usually warrant more than a throwaway remark: any proof mentions
only �nitely many constants of the language, so they (or any subset) may be
replaced by free variables (“abstracted away”) throughout.

Over non-discrete signatures, this is no longer trivial, since the set of constants
occurring in the proof may not be discrete, nor hence constructively �nite. With a
little more e�ort, however, a version of the result still holds, by looking at which
occurrences of the constants are required to be equal by the proof, and using this
to perform the abstraction. This is the main content of Section 3, accompanied by
a sample application over diagrams of models.

Having recalled some background in Section 2, we treat the abstraction of
constants �rst in Section 3, as a warm-up to the main results on the chase con-
struction and re�ection principles in Sections 4 and 5. The two topics are each
self-contained, however, so the reader who wishes to skip Section 3 and cut to the
chase may safely do so.

2Or, in categorical terms, to obtain an injectivity condition.
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2 Preliminaries

As mentioned in the introduction, constructive treatments of syntax (e.g. [TvD88,
§1.1], [Fit69, §4.1], [Vel76]) typically assume that the sets of basic function and
operation symbols are discrete, and often moreover enumerable, though these
assumptions are rarely used. This is at odds with classical and categorical model
theory, where it is standard to consider signatures consisting of arbitrary sets; and
this extra generality is needed for instance in taking the diagram of a structure,
where one adds the elements of the structure to the language as constants.

In fact, especially in categorical treatments ([Joh02, D1.1], [Dia08, §3.1]), many
proofs and constructions over arbitrary signatures are already fully constructive,
and this is generally well-known in the �eld. However, we are unaware of any
source that lays out the fundamentals of �rst-order model theory over arbitrary
signatures in an explicitly constructive setting. We therefore recall basic back-
ground results in slightly more detail than usual, to put on record the fact that
they and their standard proofs are constructively unproblematic.

Precisely, we work throughout in the constructive set theory IZF [TvD88, §11.8].
Sections 4 and 3 may comfortably also be read as working over IHOL∞ (the logic
of an elementary topos with a natural numbers object [LS86]), or over extensional
type theory with an impredicative universe of propositions [Hof95]. Section 5,
however, deals essentially with issues of unbounded quanti�cation, which cannot
be so straightforwardly translated to those settings.

Syntax

Throughout, we say a set X is discrete if it has decidable equality: for all x ,y ∈ X ,
either x = y or x , y.3 By �nite, we mean cardinal-�nite, i.e. bijectable with
some set of the form {1, . . . ,n}. A set is Kuratowski-�nite or K-�nite if it admits
a surjection from some cardinal-�nite set. A set is �nite just if it is K-�nite and
discrete.

A family means by default a set-indexed family.
A (�nitary) signature Σ consists of sets ΣFun,ΣRel of function and relation

symbols, with a natural-number arities function n (−) : ΣFun + ΣRel // N. (We
consider only single-sorted signatures.)

Syntax over such a signature is now constructed as usual (speci�cally, we follow
[Joh02, D1.1.3]), using a �xed setV of variables, assumed discrete and constructively

3This is distinct from the homotopical sense of “discrete” in Homotopy Type Theory.
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in�nite4. We view the syntax as strati�ed into sets TmΣ (I ), FormΣ (I ), for I ⊆�n V ,
of “terms (resp. formulas) in context I”, i.e. with FV (t ),FV (φ) ⊆ I .

As in [Joh02, D1.1.3], we consider fragments of logic including all atomic
formulas but varying selections of connectives. Horn logic has just ∧ and >5;
regular logic has these, plus ∃; geometric logic has additionally has arbitrarily-
indexed disjunctions, within �nite contexts; and �rst-order logic has all usual
(�nitary) connectives and quanti�ers.

While our contexts are formally �nite subsets ofV , we will often write them as
lists x = x1, . . . ,xn of distinct variables, representing the set {x1, . . . ,xn }. Similarly,
our fundamental form of (simultaneous, capture-free) substitution is formally φ[f ],
where φ ∈ Form (I ) and f : I // Tm (J ); but for a �nite context x, we will often
write this as φ[s/x], where si = f (xi ). In the special case of a subset inclusion
function f : I ′ ⊆ I , for φ ∈ Form (I ′), we will write the weakening φ[f ] ∈ Form (I )
just as φ.

Finally, we will often display variables explicitly, introducing a formula as e.g.
ϕ (x) to indicate φ ∈ Form (x), and having done so, writing φ (s) for the substitution
φ[s/x].

A sequent consists of a context and a pair of formulas in that context, written
as the formal expression φ `I ψ . A sequent is regular, geometric, etc. if its formulas
lie in that fragment.

A (regular, geometric, etc.) theory T is a set of sequents of the speci�ed fragment,
the axioms of T. We write φ `TI ψ to indicate that the sequent φ `I ψ is derivable
from axioms of T, in the fragment of logic under consideration.

A normal regular sequent is one of the form φ (x) `x ∃y.ψ (x,y), with φ,ψ Horn
formulas, and such thatψ (x,y) `∅x,y φ (x) is derivable. A normal regular theory is a
family of normal regular sequents. By [Joh02, D1.3.10], every regular sequent or
theory can be canonically transformed to an equivalent normal one, which we call
its normalisation.

Semantics

Structures for a signature, and the subsequent interpretation of �rst-order logic
therein, are de�ned as usual. We write Str(Σ) for the (complete and co-complete)
category of Σ-structures, and Mod(T) for the full subcategory of T-models.

A map of signatures f : Σ // Σ′ (i.e. functions fFun : ΣFun // Σ′Fun, fRel :
ΣRel // Σ′Rel, preserving arities) induces on the one hand a translation of syntax
(−)f : FormΣ

//FormΣ′ , and on the other hand a reduct functor f ∗ : Str(Σ′) //Str(Σ).
These satisfy [[x | φ]]f ∗A = [[x | φf ]]A; so for any theory T, f ∗ restricts to a functor
f ∗ : Mod(Tf ) //Mod(T).

For any Horn formula φ (x) (i.e. conjunction of atomic formulas), there is a
structure 〈〈x | φ〉〉 which represents the interpretation of φ (x): there is a natural
isomorphism [[x | φ]]A � HomStr(Σ) (〈〈x | φ〉〉,A). In case the signature is relational

4I.e. with an operation giving, for any �nite list from V , some element not in the list.
5Classical Horn clauses correspond to Horn sequents in this sense.
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(i.e. ΣFun = ∅), the domain |〈〈x | φ〉〉| is �nite. Explicitly, the domain of 〈〈x | φ〉〉 is
the quotient of x by the (decidable) equivalence relation generated by the equality
statements of φ; that is, such that xi ∼ x j i� φ `∅x xi = x j . For R ∈ Σ,

[[R]] := {〈[xi0], . . . ,[xinR−1]〉 ∈ (x/∼)nR | φ `∅x R (xi0 , . . . ,xinR−1 )}.

For any regular formula θ (x), 〈〈x | φ〉〉 � θ ([x0], . . . ,[xn−1]) just if φ (x) `∅x θ (x).
A structure validates a regular normal sequent φ (x) `x ∃y.ψ (x,y) just if it

is injective with respect to the canonical map 〈〈x | φ〉〉 // 〈〈x,y | ψ 〉〉 (cf. [AR94,
Ex. 5.e]).

3 Replacing constants by variables

As a �rst warm-up with non-discrete signatures, we give a version of the classical
technique of abstracting away constants in a derivation to variables, together with
a sample application.

Before giving the general construction, we take an example, both to convince
the reader that the statement is not quite trivial, and to illustrate the procedure
used in the proof.

Suppose we have a derivation, from some theory T, of > ` R (c1,c2). We want
to abstract this to a derivation not mentioning c1,c2, but with some free variables
y instead, from which the original derivation can be recovered by substitution.

One’s knee-jerk reaction might be to replace c1 by y1 throughout, and c2 by
y2. Of course, this is wrong: it works only if c1 , c2. Classically, one can salvage
this approach by working by cases. Either c1 = c2 or c1 , c2, and in each case one
gets a bijection from {c1,c2} to some �nite set of variables, which one can abstract
along.

Constructively, however, we cannot in general make this case disctinction, and
hence cannot �nd such a bijection. To �nd an abstraction, we must look not just
at the conclusion but at the entire derivation.

For instance, if the derivation obtains > ` R (c1,c2) from an axiom > `x1,x2

R (x1,x2), then we abstract it to a derivation of > `y1,y2 R (y1,y2). In case c1 = c2,
our abstraction is more general than the original derivation; but in any case it is
general enough that substituting ci for yi recovers the original.

If instead > ` R (c1,c2) is obtained from an axiom > `x1 R (x1,x1), then this
shows that in fact c1 and c2 must be equal. So in this case we abstract to a derivation
of > ` R (y1,y1), and know that substituting c1 for y1 gives back the original.

The key point is that while “c1 = c2?” may not be decidable, the weaker
question “does this derivation require c1 = c2?” always is, essentially since our
syntax and deduction system is �nitary. So we replace all occurrences of constants
by variables, distinct as far as possible, and equal just when the derivation requires
them to be.

Lemma 3.1. Let Σ be a signature, C a decidable subset of its constants, and T a
theory over Σ \C . Suppose φ (x),ψ (x) are formulas over Σ such that φ (x) `Tx ψ (x).
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Then there exist formulas φ̄ (x,y) and ψ̄ (x,y) over Σ \C , and a function f : y //C ,
such that φ̄[f ] = φ, ψ̄ [f ] = ψ , and φ̄ (x,y) `Tx,y ψ̄ (x,y).

Moreover, the derivation of φ̄ (x,y) `Tx,y ψ̄ (x,y) may be taken to use the same
logical rules and axiom schemes as the original derivation of φ (x) `Tx ψ (x); in
particular, to lie in the same fragment of logic.

Proof. Recall that we work formally with the rules set out in [Joh02, D1.3.1], i.e. the
standard intuitionistic sequent rules, presented in terms of sequents with a single
antecedent.

We work directly by induction over the form of the derivation of φ.
(Axioms of T.) If the derivation consists of just an axiom φ `x ψ of T, then since T
does not mention C , we are done by taking y = ∅, φ̄ = φ, ψ̄ = ψ .
(Structural and logical axioms.) If the derivation is an ∧-elimination axiom

φ0 ∧ φ1 `x φ0

we take y to be fresh variables (i.e. distinct from x) corresponding to the (�nite) set
of occurrences of constants from C in either φ0 or φ1, and f : y //C the function
sending each variable to the constant appearing at the corresponding occurrence.
Then taking φ̄i to be φi with each such occurrence replaced by the corresponding
variable, and φ̄ = φ̄0 ∧ φ̄1, ψ̄ = φ̄0, we are done.

Other axioms are entirely analogous.
(Substitution rule.) If the derivation concludes with a substitution

φ ′ `x′ ψ
′

φ ′[s/x′] `x ψ ′[s/x′]

where s : x′ //Tm (x), then by induction we have y′, f ′ : y′ //C , and φ̄ ′ `x′,y′ ψ̄ ′
as in the original statement.

Choose fresh variables y′′ corresponding to occurrences of constants from C
in terms in s, f ′′ : y′′ //C sending each variable to the corresponding constant,
and s̄ : x′ // Tm (x,y′′) to be s with occurrences replaced by the corresponding
variables.

Now taking y = (y′,y′′), f = f ′ ∪ f ′′, φ̄ = φ̄ ′[s̄′/x′], ψ̄ = ψ̄ ′[s̄/x′], we are
done, concluding by the substution

φ̄ ′ `x′,y′ ψ̄
′

φ̄ ′[s̄′/x′] `x,y′,y′′ ψ̄ ′[s̄/x′]
.

(Double rules.) The double rules for ∃, ∀, and⇒ are straightforward, needing no
modi�cation of the y, f provided by the inductive hypothesis.
(Multi-premise rules.) Suppose the derivation concludes with a cut

φ `x χ χ `x ψ

φ `x ψ
.
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By induction we have abstractions y′, f ′, and φ̄ ′ `Tx,y′ χ̄
′ of the �rst subderivation,

and y′′, f ′′, and χ̄ ′′ `Tx,y′ ψ̄
′′ of the second. Without loss of generality, we may

assume y′, y′′ disjoint.
Since χ̄ ′[f ′] = χ̄ ′′[f ′′] = χ , occurrences of variables from y′ in χ̄ ′ correspond

to occurrences of variables from y′′ in χ̄ ′′. Let ∼ be the equivalence relation on
y′,y′′ generated by setting y ′i ∼ y ′′j whenever some occurrence of y ′i corresponds
to some occurrence of y ′′j

As a �nitely generated equivalence relation on a �nite set, ∼ is decidable, so its
quotient is �nite, and can be represented by some fresh variables y, with quotient
map q : y′,y′′ // y. Now f ′ ∪ f ′′ factors uniquely through q as f : y //C , and
χ ′[q] = χ ′′[q], so we are done, concluding

φ̄ ′ `x,y′ χ̄
′

φ̄ ′[q] `x,y χ̄ ′[q]
χ̄ ′′ `x,y′′ ψ̄

′

χ̄ ′′[q] `x,y ψ̄ ′[q]
φ̄ ′[q] `x,y ψ̄ ′′[q]

.

The ∧-introduction and ∨-elimination rules are analogous. �

We remark that this proof adapts directly to other standard forms of sequent
calculus and natural deduction (including versions with proof-terms), and in-
deed to other �nitary extensions of predicate logic (e.g. by modal operators and
corresponding rules).

A typical application of Lemma 3.1 is in analysing provability over diagrams of
models, where having added constants to the signature, one may wish to re-abstract
them.

De�nition 3.2. Let A be a Σ-structure. Then Σ + |A| is the signature obtained by
adding constants to Σ for all elements of A (i.e. with (Σ + |A|)Fun = ΣFun + |A|),
and DA, the diagram of A, is the theory over Σ + |A| consisting of the sequents
> ` φ (a), for each atomic predicate instance φ (a) that holds in A.

Proposition 3.3. For any regular formula φ (x) and a ∈ Ax, A � φ (a) if and only if
> `DA φ (a).

Proof. Immediate once φ (x) is replaced by some equivalent ∃y.ψ (x,y), with ψ
Horn. �

Lemma 3.4. Let A be a Σ-structure, T a theory over Σ. Suppose ψ (x), φ (x,y) are
(arbitrary �rst-order) formulas over Σ, and a ∈ Ay, such that φ (x,a) `T∪DA

x ψ (x).
Then there is some regular formula χ (y) over Σ, such that > `DA χ (a) (equiva-

lently, A � χ (a)), and χ (y) ∧ φ (x,y) `Tx,y ψ (x).

Proof. Fix some derivation of φ (x,a) `T∪DA
x ψ (x). Let ξ be the conjunction of all

sentences σ (over Σ + |A|) occurring in axioms > ` σ from DA in the derivation.
Then ξ ∧ φ (x,y) `Tx ψ (x) is derivable.
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By Lemma 3.1, we can abstract this to a derivation of some sequent ξ̄ (w) ∧
φ̄ (x,w) `Tx,w ψ (x) just over Σ, along with f : w //A such that ξ̄ (w)[f ] = ξ and
φ̄ (x,w)[f ] = φ (x,a). Without loss of generality, w is disjoint from y. Let ρ (y,w)
be the conjunction of equalities yi = w j , for yi and w j occurring in corresponding
places of φ and φ̄. Then ρ (y,w) ∧ φ (x,y) `∅x,y,w φ̄ (x,w).

But now ∃w. (ρ (y,w) ∧ ξ̄ (w)) ∧φ (x,y) `Tx,y ψ (x), and f witnesses that > `DA

∃w. (ρ (a,w) ∧ ξ̄ (w)); so we are done. �

4 Conservativity and completeness results for regular
theories

Let T be a regular theory over a signature Σ. Classically, Mod(T) is a weakly
re�ective subcategory of Str(Σ) (see e.g. [AR94, Thm. 4.8, Ex. 5.e]). Indeed, it
is functorially so: every Σ-structure has a natural weakly re�ective embedding
A //WT (A) into a model of T. The standard proofs involve choice, and we will
show in Section 5 that this is unavoidable.

In this section, we show (constructively) a slightly weaker property, which
nonetheless su�ces for many applications: every Σ-structure has a natural T-
conservative embedding ηA : A // ChT (A) into a model of T.

De�nition 4.1. For any Σ, T, a homomorphism of structures f : A // B is T-
conservative (w.r.t. regular formulas) if, for every regular formula φ (x) and any
elements a ∈ Al (x) such that B � φ ( f (a)), there is some regular formulaψ (x) such
that A � ψ (a) andψ `Tx φ.

Proposition 4.2. Identitymorphisms areT-conservative. Composites ofT-conservative
morphisms are T-conservative.

De�nition 4.3. Let T be a regular theory over a signature Σ. A chase functor for
T is a functor ChT : Str(Σ) //Mod(T) together with a natural transformation
η : 1Str(Σ) // I · ChT (where I is the inclusion Mod(T) ↪→ Str(Σ)), such that ηA is
T-conservative for every A.

We borrow the term “chase” from the forward chaining algorithm of database
theory of that name, as in e.g. [AHV95, §8.4]. Our construction can be seen as an
adaptation of that method, or of the categorical small-object argument as given in
e.g. [AHRT02].

The basic step of the traditional chase construction is the “axiom-induced”
extension of a structure. Let σ = (φ (x) `x ∃y.ψ (x,y)) be a sequent, let M be a
structure, and let m ∈ M such that M � φ[m/x]. Then “the extension of M induced
by σ and m” is the structure obtained by adding new elements b corresponding to
the variables y, and updating the predicates just as required to makeψ (a,b) hold.
The map from M to this extension is evidently weakly orthogonal to models of σ .

If M is enumerable, or more generally well-orderable, then (classically) one
can iterate this construction over all possible arguments m, eventually obtaining a
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weak re�ection h : M // Chσ (M ) into a model of the sequent σ ; and similarly for
any well-orderable set of sequents.

In the current setting, where theories and structures need not be �nite, enu-
merable, or even discrete, this one-at-a-time approach is insu�cient. Instead, at
each step, we simultaneously adjoin new elements for all possible applications of
axioms of T to arguments in the structure (as in the small-object argument). We
then iterate this step ω-many times, to obtain a model of T.

The tricky part is proving conservativity. For this, we perform the construction
directly just in the case where Σ is purely relational (i.e. has no constants or
function symbols), and T does not mention equality. This renders analysis of the
basic extension step more tractable. We then obtain the general version from this
restricted case, by means of elimination of equality and function symbols in the
syntax.
De�nition 4.4. Let Σ be a purely relational signature, and T a regular normal
equality-free theory over Σ.

For a Σ-structureA, the one-step T-extension ofA, denoted exT (A) or just ex (A),
is the Σ-structure de�ned as follows:

• |ex (A) | is the disjoint union of |A| with the set of all triples (τ ,a, j ), where
τ = (φ `x ∃y.ψ ) is an axiom of T, a ∈ [[x | φ]]A, and 0 ≤ j < l (y). Write
ιA : |A| // |ex (A) | for the inclusion.

• For each predicate symbol R, [[R]]ex (A) consists of ιA ([[R]]A), together with
for each axiom τ = (φ `x ∃y.ψ ), each a ∈ [[x | φ]]A, and each occurrence
of R as a conjunct R (t(x,y)) inψ , the tuple [[x,y. t]]ex (A) (ι (a),b), where b is
the canonical witnessing tuple ((τ ,a,i ) | 0 ≤ i < l (y)) ∈ ex (A)x,y.

Moreover, this is evidently functorial in A; and ιA gives a natural homomor-
phism A // ex (A).

Categorically, ex (A) is the pushout of A with a coproduct of copies of the
structure inclusions 〈〈x | φ〉〉 // 〈〈x,y | ψ 〉〉 representing the axioms of T (cf.
C (K ) in [AHRT02, II.4]). Equality-freeness of T ensures that this pushout can be
presented simply as a disjoint union, with no quotienting required.

Some terminology will be useful for working explicitly in ex (A). Given a newly
adjoined element (τ ,a, j ), call τ the justi�cation for this element, a its arguments,
and j its index.

Note that whenever an instance of a basic predicate holds in ex (A), either
it already holds in A, or else all new elements occurring in it have the same
justi�cation τ and arguments a, and the instance comes from the conclusion of τ
applied to a.
De�nition 4.5. (Σ relational, T regular normal equality-free.)

For a Σ-structure A, the T-chase of A, written ChT (A), is the colimit of the
sequence of structures

A
ι // ex (A) ι // ex (ex (A)) ι // · · ·
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Concretely, since each ι is a complemented inclusion, Ch (A) may be taken
to consist of pairs (i,x ), where i ∈ N, and x ∈ exi (A) \ exi−1 (A) for i > 0, or
x ∈ A in case i = 0. Then Ch (A) � R ((i1,x1), . . . , (ir ,xr )) just when there is some
j ≥ i1, . . . ,it such that exj (A) � R (ι j−i1 (x1), . . . ,ι

j−ir (xr )).
This too is functorial in A, and the colimit inclusions νi : exi (A) // Ch (A)

are natural. We write ηA : A // Ch (A) for the 0th such inclusion ν0.

Proposition 4.6. (Σ relational, T regular normal equality-free.) Ch (A) is a model
of T.

Proof. For each axiom τ = (φ (x) `x ∃y.ψ (x,y)) of T, suppose a ∈ Ch (A)l (x) , and
Ch (A) � φ (a). Then there is some n and some b ∈ exn (A)l (x) such that νn (b) = a,
and exn (A) � φ (b). Now by construction, exn+1 (A) � ψ (ι (b), (τ ,b,i )1≤i≤l (y) ); so
Ch (A) � ψ (a,νn+1 (τ ,b,i )1≤i≤l (y) )), and so Ch (A) validates the conclusion of τ . �

Recall De�nition 4.1 of T-conservativity for homomorphisms. We will show in
4.8 that ιA is T-conservative; �rst we establish a restricted special case.

Lemma 4.7. (Σ relational, T regular normal equality-free.) Suppose:

• φ (x,y) is some non-empty conjunction of atomic formulas, each containing
some variable from y;

• a ∈ Ax, b ∈ ex (A)y;

• all elements of b are in ex (A)\A, and have the same justi�cation and argument;

• ex (A) � φ (ι (a),b).

Then there is some regular formulaψ (x) such thatA � ψ (a) andψ (x) `Tx ∃y.φ (x,y).

Proof. Take τ = (χ `z ∃w. ζ ) to be the shared justi�cation of the elements of b,
and c ∈ Az their shared argument. Write idx(b) for the index of b.

Write d for their canonical witness tuple (τ ,c, j )j ∈w ∈ ex (A)w. De�ne f :
y //w by i 7→ idx(bi ).

Consider any non-equality atomic conjunctR (t(x,y)) ofφ, where t ∈ Tm (x,y)nR .
We know R (t(x,y)) contains some variable from y; so its interpretation in ex (A)
must arise from τ applied to c. That is, there is some conjunct of ζ (z,w) of
the form R (s(z,w)), where s ∈ Tm (z,w)nR , such that [[s(z,w)]]ex (A) (ι (c),d) =
[[t(x,y)]]ex (A) (ι (a),b).

Now certainly ζ (z,w) ∧
∧

i ∈nR ti (z,w) = si (x,y) `x,y,z,w R (t(x,y)).
For each i ∈ nR , we have [[ti (x,y)]]ex (A) (ι (a),b) = [[si (z,w)]]ex (A) (ι (c),d).

Since each term is a variable, and the images of b,d are distinct from ι (a),ι (c),
either ti (x,y) is of the form x j while si (z,w) is of the form zk , or else ti (x,y) is of
the form yj while si (z,w) is exactly wf (j ) .

So let ϵ (x,z) be the conjunction, over all i such that ti (x,y) is some x j , of
the equalities ti (x) = si (z). Then ζ (z,w) ∧ ϵ (x,z) ∧

∧
1≤i≤l (y) yi = wf (i ) `x,y,z,w

R (t(x,y)); and since ι is injective, A � ϵ (a,c).
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Take ρ (x,z) to be the conjunction of these formulas ϵ (x,z) over all non-equality
atomic conjuncts of φ. Then

ρ (x,z) ∧ ζ (z,w) ∧
∧

1≤i≤l (y)
yi = wf (i ) `x,y,z,w φ (x,y) :

the left-hand side implies all non-equality conjuncts of φ by the construction
of ρ, and all equality conjuncts since if bi = bj then f (i ) = f (j ). Meanwhile,
ex (A) � ρ (ι (a),ι (c)), so since ι is an injection and ρ a conjunction of equalities,
A � ρ (a,c).

Finally, take the desired formulaψ (x) to be ∃z. ρ (x,z) ∧ χ (z). Then A � ψ (a),
witnessed by c, and moreover

ψ (x) `Tx ∃z,w ρ (x,z) ∧ ζ (z,w)

`Tx ∃z,w,y ρ (x,z) ∧ ζ (z,w) ∧
∧

i yi = wf (i )

`Tx ∃z,w,y φ (x,y)

`Tx ∃y φ (x,y). �

Proposition 4.8. (Σ relational, T regular normal equality-free.) The map ι :
A // ex (A) is T-conservative, for every Σ-structure A.

Proof. Let φ (x) be a regular formula, and a ∈ Al (x) be such that ex (A) � φ (ι (a)).
We seek someψ (x) such that A � ψ (a) andψ (x) `Tx φ (x).

As usual, φ is provably equivalent to some formula ∃y.φ ′, with φ ′(x,y) a �nite
conjunction of atomic formulas. By adjoining instances of re�exivity if necessary,
we may assume that each variable of y occurs somewhere in φ ′. Now take some
b ∈ ex (A)l (y) such that ex (A) � φ ′(a,b).

Since ι : A // ex (A) is a decidable injection, we can decide which values of b
are in its image, and correspondingly reorder y into the form x′,y′, such that the
corresponding reordering of b is of the form ι (a′),b′, with a′ ∈ Al (x′) , and b′ lying
entirely in the complement of ι.

Now let ∼ be the equivalence relation on y′ generated by setting y ′i ∼ y ′j
whenever there is some atomic conjunct of φ ′ in which both y ′i and y ′j occur.
This is decidable, so allows us to reorder y′ as y1, . . . ,yn , where each yi is an
equivalence class of ∼. Write b1, . . . ,bn for the corresponding reordering of b′.
By the de�nition of ∼ and the note following De�nition 4.4, for each i , all the
elements in bi must have the same justi�cation and argument.

By reordering quanti�ers and conjuncts in ∃y′.φ ′(x,y), we now have φ (x)
equivalent to some formula

∃x′. ∃y1. · · · ∃yn .φ0 (x,x′) ∧ φ1 (x,x′,y1) ∧ · · · ∧ φn (x,x′,yn )

where each φi is a non-empty conjunction of atomic formulas, and for i > 0, each
conjunct of φi containing some variable from yi .
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This is in turn equivalent to

∃x′.
(
φ0 (x,x′) ∧ (∃y1.φ1 (x,x′,y1)) ∧ · · · ∧ (∃yn .φn (x,x′,yn )

)
).

To unify the form of these conjuncts, take y0 to be the empty sequence of variables.
It is now su�cient to show that for each 0 ≤ i ≤ n, there is some formula

ψi (x,x′) such that A � ψi (a,a′), andψi `Tx,x′ ∃y
i .φi . Given these, choosing some

suchψi for each i and takingψ (x) := ∃x′.∧i ψi (x,x′) completes the proof.
For i , 0, this is exactly Lemma 4.7.
In the case i = 0, y0 is empty and so ∃y0.φ0 (x,x′,y0) is just φo (x,x′). Here

it is enough to show that for each atomic conjunct α (x,x′) of φ0, there is some
σ (x,x′) with A � σ (a,a′) and σ (x,x′) `Tx,x′ α (x,x

′). Given this, we are done by
choosing some such σ for each α and takingψ0 to be their conjunction.

So, take some such α (x,x′). By the explicit description of the structure on
ex (A), the fact that ex (A) � α (ι (a),ι (a′)) must arise either because A � α (a,a′),
or else from some axiom τ , some arguments c, and some atomic conjunct of the
conclusion of τ applied to c. In the former case, we are done just by taking σ to be
α itself.

In the latter case, say τ is of the form χ `z ∃w. ζ , and R (s(z,w)) the atomic
conjunct of ζ giving rise to the fact that ex (A) � α (ι (a),ι (a′)).

Now α (x,x′) must itself be of the form R (t(x,x′)), and with t(ι (a),ι (a′)) =
s(ι (c), (τ ,c, j )1≤j≤l (w) ), in ex (A); so s must be just of the form s(z), not mentioning
w, and since ι is injective, t(a,a′) = s(c) in A. So taking ρ (x,x′,z) to be the
conjunction of equalities ∧

1≤j≤n (R ) tj (x,x
′) = sj (z), and taking σ (x,x′) to be

∃z. (ρ (x,x′,z) ∧ R (s(z))), we are done. �

Corollary 4.9. (Σ relational, T regular normal equality-free.) The embedding ηA :
A // Ch (A) is T-conservative, for every Σ-structure A; so ChT and η form a chase
functor for T.

Proof. Since T-conservative maps are closed under composition and identities,
ιn : A // exn (A) is T-conservative, for all n ≥ 0. But given φ (x) and a such that
Ch (A) � φ (η(a)), by �nitariness there is some n such that exn (A) � ιn (a), at which
point we are done by conservativity of ιn . �

We can now ease our restrictions onT and Σ, using �rst elimination of equalities
to remove “T equality-free”, and then elimination of function symbols to remove “Σ
purely relational”. These techniques are standard, but formulations of them vary
widely, so we recall carefully the speci�c versions that we require.

De�nition 4.10 (Elimination of equalities; cf. [BM77, §2.11]). Let Σ be any signa-
ture; take ΣE to be the extension of Σ by a new binary predicate symbol E, and let
EΣ be the theory stating that E is an equivalence relation and all other predicate
symbols respect E.

For a formula φ over Σ, let φE be the formula over ΣE given by replacing
equality in φ with E; conversely, for a formula ψ over ΣE , let Eψ be the formula
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over Σ given by replacing E in ψ with equality. These translations extend to
sequents and theories in the obvious way.

Proposition 4.11. Both translations preserve provability, modulo EΣ. That is, if
φ1 `

T
x φ2 (over Σ), then φE1 `

TE∪EΣ
x φE2 ; and if ψ1 `

T∪EΣ
x ψ2 (over ΣE ), then Eψ1 `

ET
x

Eψ2. Also, E (φE ) = φ, for any formula φ over Σ. �

Proposition 4.12. The composite forgetful functoru : Mod(EΣ) //Str(ΣE ) //Str(Σ)
has a left adjoint e : Str(Σ) // Mod(EΣ), which extends any Σ-structure to a
ΣE -structure by interpreting E as equality; and e has a further left adjoint q :
Mod(EΣ) // Str(Σ), which quotients a structure by E. Moreover, the adjunction
q a e is a re�ection: its counit q(e (A)) //A is a natural isomorphism.

Let φ (x) be any formula over Σ, A ∈ Str(Σ), and a ∈ Ax. Then A � φ (a) if and
only if e (A) � φE (a).

Let ψ (x) be any formula over ΣE , B ∈ Str(ΣE ), and b ∈ Bx. If B � ψ (b), then
q(B) � Eψ ([b]).

Finally, for any theory T over σ , the adjunction q a e restricts to an adjunction
between the subcategories Mod(T) and Mod(TE ∪EΣ); and q : Mod(EΣ) // Str(Σ)
sends TE -conservative maps to T-conservative maps. �

Proposition 4.13. Any regular theory T (possibly involving equality) over a purely
relational signature Σ has a chase functor.

Proof. By Corollary 4.9, TE ∪ EΣ has a chase functor, which we write as ChE , ηE .
Consider these as restricted to the subcategory Mod(EΣ). Then take ChT to

be the composite q · ChE ·e : Str(Σ) //Mod(EΣ) //Mod(TE ∪EΣ) //Mod(T);
and take ηTA to be the composite of q(ηEe (A) ) : q(e (A)) // q(ChTE (e (A))) with the
natural isomorphism A � q(e (A)). �

(Note that when T is already equality-free, ChT provided by this lemma is
naturally isomorphic to the previous version.)

Proposition 4.14 (Elimination of function symbols; cf. [BM77, §2.10]). Let Σ be
any signature. Let Σ̄ be the signature obtained from Σ by replacing each n-ary
function symbol by an (n + 1)-ary predicate symbol, and let FΣ the regular theory
over Σ̄ asserting that the new predicate symbols are functional. Then there is a
translation ·̄ : FormΣ (−) //FormΣ̄ (−), preserving the regular fragment of logic, and
conservative modulo FΣ, i.e. such that φ1, . . . ,φn `x ψ if and only if φ̄1, . . . ,φ̄n `

FΣ
x ψ̄ ,

for all suitable x,φi ,ψ . Moreover, this translation induces an equivalence of categories
Str(Σ) ' Mod(FΣ). �

Theorem 4.15. Let Σ be an arbitrary signature, and T a regular theory over Σ. Then
there exists a chase functor ChT : Str(Σ) //Mod(T) for T.

Proof. Let Σ̄ and the translation ·̄ be as in Proposition 4.14. Take T̄ to be the
normalisation of the regular theory

FΣ ∪ {φ̄ `x ψ̄ | (φ `x ψ ) ∈ T}.
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The equivalence Str(Σ) ' Mod(FΣ) restricts to an equivalence Mod(T) '
Mod(T̄), so the chase functor ChT̄ provided by Proposition 4.13 restricts to Mod(FΣ)
and transfers along these equivalences, yielding a chase functor for T. �

(Note that in case Σ was already purely relational and T normal, we once again
have not changed ChT, since in this case Σ̄ = Σ, T̄ = T, and the translations and
equivalences involved are identities.)

We end this section by drawing, as corollaries, the regular and geometric
completeness of regular theories.

Corollary 4.16. Let T be a regular theory over a signature Σ, and σ a regular
sequent valid in all models of T. Then T ` σ .

Proof. We assume without loss of generality that Σ is relational (by Proposi-
tion 4.14), and that σ is of the form φ (x) `x ψ (x), with φ Horn.

Write S for the representing structure 〈〈x | φ〉〉, and [x] for its canonical tuple
[x0], . . . ,[xn−1] ∈ Sx. Now consider η:S : S // ChT (S ). Certainly S � φ ([x]), so
since φ is Horn, ChT (S ) � φ (ηS ([x])). By hypothesis, ChT (S ) � σ , so ChT (S ) �
ψ (ηS ([x])). So by T-conservativity of η§, there is some regular θ (x) such that
S � θ ([x]) and θ (x) `Tx ψ (x).

But by the characterisation of validity in S , this implies that φ (x) `∅x θ ([x]),
and hence φ (x) `Tx ψ (x). �

In fact, in this proof, the consequent of σ could have been an arbitrary dis-
junction ∨

i ∈I ψi of regular formulas: ChT (S ) �
∨

i ∈I ψi (ηS ([x])) means that there
exists some i ∈ I such that ChT (S ) � ψi (ηS ([x])), whence we proceed as before.
We thus obtain a both constructive and (Tarski-)semantical proof of the disjunction
property (cf. [Joh02, D3.3.11]) and geometric completeness for regular theories:

Scholium 4.17. Let T be a regular theory and σ a sequent of the form φ `x
∨

I ψi ,
where φ and ψi are regular formulas. If T ` σ , then there is some i ∈ I such that
φ `Tx ψi . �

Scholium 4.18. Let T be a regular theory over a signature Σ. Then any geometric
sequent valid in all models of T is provable from T.

Proof. For sequents of the form φ `x
∨

I ∃yi .ψi , with φ and allψi Horn, this is a
minor adjustment of the proof of Corollary 4.16, as sketched above.

By [Joh02, D1.3.8], any geometric sequent is provably equivalent to one of the
form ∨

J ∃zj .φ j `x
∨

I ∃yi .ψi , with all φ j ,ψi Horn. But validity/provability of σ
is equivalent to the validity/provability of all the sequents φ j `x,zj

∨
I ∃yi .ψi ; so

this reduces to the preceding case, and we are done. �
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5 Re�ection and choice principles

In a classical meta-theory the construction of ChT (A) shows that the category
of models for a regular theory is weakly re�ective in the category of structures
[AHRT02, II.10]. That is to say, that any homomorphism from a structure A to a
T-model M factors (not necessarily uniquely) through ηA : A // ChT (A).

A M//A

ChT (A)

ηA
��

M

ChT (A)

88

hr r r r r r

The classical proof of this uses the axiom of choice; it turns out that this is
unavoidable. We show in this section that various re�ection properties for regular
theories are in fact equivalent to choice principles in the ambient set theory.

Background

We start by recalling some further background in category theory and constructive
choice principles.

De�nition 5.1. Let C be a category, with an initial object 0 and terminal object 1.

• For mapsm, p, saym is weakly (left) orthogonal to p if for every commutative
square fromm to p, there exists some diagonal �ller.

B D//

A

B

m
��

A C// C

D

p
��

B

C??�
�

�
�

• A family of maps with common domain, mi : A // Bi (i ∈ I ), is jointly
weakly (left) orthogonal to p : C // D if for every h : A //C and family
ki : Bi // D such that kimi = ph, there is some i ∈ I for which there is a
diagonal �ller e : Bi //C .

• A map (resp. family) is weakly (resp. jointly weakly) orthogonal to an object
C if it is (jointly) weakly orthogonal to the unique map !C : C // 1.6

• A family of objects Ai is jointly weakly initial if for every object X , for some
i there is a map Ai // X . (Equivalently, if the maps 0 // Ai are jointly
weakly orthogonal to all objects.)

• An object X is projective if the map 0 // X is weakly orthogonal to all
epimorphisms.

6Viewed from the right-hand side, these are exactly injectvity of an object with respect to a map
or cone, in the sense of [AR94, 4.1, 4.14].
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We recall various choice principles, and the relationships between them.

De�nition 5.2.

• The axiom of choice (AC) states just that all sets are projective.

• The presentation axiom (PAx) [Acz78, Rat06], also known as CoSHEP (“cate-
gory of sets has enough projectives”), states that for every set X , there is
some cover (i.e. surjection) s : Y � X , with Y projective.

• The axiom WIC (“weakly initial cover” ) states that for every set X there is
some cover s : Y � X , weakly initial in the category of covers of X .

• The axiom WISC (“weakly initial set of covers” ) (given in [vdBM14], there
called the weak axiom of multiple choice) states that for every set X , there is
some family of covers (si : Yi � X )i ∈I , jointly weakly initial in the category
of covers of X .

(To our knowledge, WIC has not been previously considered in the literature.)

De�nition 5.3.

• Dependent choice (DC) is the statement that for any set A and entire set-
relation R ⊆ A × A, if R, there is some function f : N // A such that
f (0) = x0 and for all n ∈ N, (xn ,xn+1) ∈ R.

• Relativised dependent choice (RDC), which might also be called class dependent
choice, is the scheme asserting for all formulas α (x ), ρ (x ,y) (possibly with
further free variables) that if ρ is an entire relation on α , then there is some
function f on N such that f (0) = x0 and for all n ∈ N, α (xn ) and ρ (xn ,xn+1).

• The relation re�ection scheme (RRS) [Acz08] is the scheme asserting for each
pair of formulas α (x ), ρ (x ,y) (possibly with further free variables) that if ρ
is an entire relation on α , then for any set A that is a subclass of α , there is
some set B, also a subclass of α , such that A ⊆ B and the restriction of ρ to
B is still entire.

We recall known relationships between these, and add WIC to the mix.

Proposition 5.4.

1. AC⇒ PAx⇒ WIC⇒ WISC.

2. RDC⇔ DC + RRS.

3. WIC⇒ DC.
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Proof. AC ⇒ PAx ⇒ WISC is given in [Rat06]. The interpolation of WIC is
straightforward: any cover by a projective set is weakly initial, and the singleton
of any weakly initial cover is a jointly weakly initial set.

RDC⇔ DC + RRS is [Acz08, Thm. 2.4].
For WIC ⇒ DC, note that the argument for PAx ⇒ DC in [Bla79, Thm. 6.2]

requires only weak initiality of the cover. �

Proposition 5.5. (Meta-theorem.) Even under ZF+REA, WISC does not imply WIC.

Proof. [Rat06, Cor. 6.11] shows ZF + AMC + REA 6⇒ ACω . But by Proposition 5.4,
AMC ⇒ WISC, and WIC ⇒ DC ⇒ ACω , under CZF. So ZF + REA +WISC 6⇒
WIC. �

In fact, WIC su�ces for many applications of PAx in the literature. It seems
likely to us that WIC is strictly weaker than PAx, but this does not seem to be
obvious from existing results.

We will use DC reformulated in terms of graphs (in the category-theorist’s
sense).

De�nition 5.6. A graphG consists a setG0 and a functionG1 : (G0×G0) //Set. A
class graph (meta-de�nition) is a formula γ0 (x ) together with a formula γ1 (x ,y, f ),
possibly with further free variables (“parameters”). Any graph G = (G0,G1) may
be considered as a class graph, given by the formulas x ∈ G0, f ∈ G1 (x ,y).

A class graph (γ0 (x ),γ1 (x ,y, f )) is entire if for each x such that γ0 (x ) holds,
there exist some y, f such that γ0 (y) and γ1 (x ,y, f ).

A branch7 in a class graph (γ0 (x ),γ1 (x ,y, f )) is a function b from N to pairs
(xn , fn ) such that for each n, both γ0 (xn ) and γ1 (xn ,xn+1, fn ) holds. For a (set)
graph G, write BrG (x ) for the set of branches starting from x ∈ G0.

Proposition 5.7. (Over CZF.) DC is equivalent to the statement: for every entire
graph (G0,G1) and x0 ∈ G0, there is some branch in (G0,G1) starting from x0. RDC
is equivalent to the scheme asserting for each class graph (γ0 (x ),γ1 (x ,y, f )) that for
all values of the parameters, if (γ0 (x ),γ1 (x ,y, f )) is entire, then for all x0 such that
γ0 (x0) holds, there is some branch starting from x0. �

Re�ection principles for regular theories

With this background recalled, we are ready to start on the meat of this section:
showing that re�ection principles for regular theories are equivalent to choice
principles. The main work is in building suitable weak re�ections. For this, we
will proceed along similar lines to Section 4 above: we will give generalisations of
the chase construction, �rst in the purely relational equality-free case, and then
deduce from this the general case.

7Path and trail are more established for this; but they are also often used just for �nite paths, so
to avoid ambiguity we borrow branch from the special case of trees.
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For the next few statements, �x a theory T over a signature Σ, and work in
the category of Σ-structures.

De�nition 5.8.

• A map f : A // B is weakly T-re�ective if it is weakly orthogonal to all
models of T.

A M//A

B

f
��

M

B

;;

w
w
w
w

• A family of maps A // Bi is jointly weakly T-re�ective if it is jointly weakly
orthogonal to all models of T.

De�nition 5.9. (Re�ection principles for theories.)

• T satis�es weak re�ection if for every Σ-structure A there is some weakly
T-re�ective map from A into a model of T.

• T satis�es joint weak re�ection if for every Σ-structureA there is some jointly
weakly T-re�ective set of maps from A into models of T.

• T satis�es functorial weak re�ection if there is a functor F : Str(Σ) //Mod(T)
and natural transformation η : 1Str(Σ) // I · F such that each ηA : A // F (A)
is weakly T-re�ective. (Here I is the inclusion functor Mod(T) ↪→ Str(Σ).)

In order to generalise the chase, we abstract the property of the one-step
extension that ensures the chase yields a model of T:

De�nition 5.10. (T regular normal.) A map f : A //B is T-productive if for each
axiom φ (x) `x ∃y.ψ (x,y) of T and a ∈ [[x | φ]]A, there is some b ∈ By such that
( f (a),b) ∈ [[x,y | ψ ]]B .

Proposition 5.11. (T regular normal.) The colimit of an ω-chain of T-productive
maps is a model of T.

Proof. Immediate by �nitariness of the axioms of T. �

Proposition 5.12. (Σ relational, T regular normal equality-free.)

1. Assuming WISC, every Σ-structure has some jointly weakly T-re�ective set of
T-productive extensions.

2. Assuming WIC, every Σ-structure has some T-productive and weakly T-
re�ective extension.

3. Assuming AC, the functorial extension ιA : A // ex (A) is always weakly
T-re�ective (besides being T-productive).
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Proof. Let A be a Σ-structure. Recall from De�nition 4.4 the one-step T-extension
ιA : A // exT (A); we now generalise this construction.

Take MA to be the set of pairs (α ,a) such that α is an axiom of T, with the
form φ (x) ` ∃y.ψ (x,y), and a ∈ [[x | φ (x)]]A. For any map p : X //MA, de�ne
a structure A[p] by taking |A[p]| to be the disjoint union of A with the set of
pairs (x ,i ) such that x ∈ X and (p (x ),i ) ∈ ex (A), i.e. i ∈ y, where the axiom
component ofp (x ) has the formφ (x) ` ∃y.ψ (x,y). Take the structure onA[p] to be
induced by the evident map |A[p]| // |ex (A) |. There is an evident homomorphism
ι
p
A : A //A[p], and if p is surjective, then ιp is T-productive.

Now if 〈pi : Mi //MA〉i ∈I is a weakly initial set of covers, we claim that the
extensions ιpi : A //A[pi ] are jointly weakly T-re�ective. Suppose f : A // B,
where B � T. Then for each (α ,a) ∈ MA, where α has form φ (x) ` ∃y.ψ (x,y),
there is some b ∈ By such that ( f (a),b) ∈ [[y | ψ (x,y)]]B . So by weak initality, for
some i there is a function giving for eachm ∈ Mi some b witnessing this existential
for p (m). This induces a homomorphism A[pi ] // B extending f .

In particular, if p : M ′ //M is a single weakly initial cover, then ιp is weakly
T-re�ective.

Finally, assuming AC, the identity 1MA is itself weakly initial, so ι1MA is weakly
T-re�ective. But ι1MA � ιA, under A. �

The preceding proposition gives us suitably re�ective one-step extensions, or
families thereof. With the aid of (R)DC, we can now take take colimits of chains of
these to give suitably re�ective (families of) maps into models of T.
Proposition 5.13. Assume DC. Let C be a locally small category with colimits of
ω-chains, and X an object of C.

1. For any ω-chain F : ω // C of maps weakly orthogonal to X , the trans�nite
composite F (0) // lim

−−→i
F (i ) is again weakly orthogonal to X .

2. Let G be a graph, and F : G // C a diagram such that for each vertex i ∈ G0,
the set 〈F (a) : F (i ) // F (j )〉j ∈G0, a∈G1 (i,j ) is jointly weakly orthogonal to X .
Then for any i0 ∈ G0 the set of all maps {F (i0) // Fb | b ∈ BrG (i0)} is jointly
weakly orthogonal to X . (Here Fb denotes the colimit of F along a branch b.)

Proof. The �rst statement is straightforward.
For the second, consider the comma graph F/X , where (F/X )0 consists of pairs

(i, f ) such that i ∈ G0, f : F (i ) // X , and (F/X )1 ((i, f ), (j,д)) is the set of arrows
a ∈ G1 (i, j ) such that д · F (a) = f . The joint re�ectivity assumption on F implies
directly that F/X is entire.

So given any f0 : F (i0) //X , DC gives us a branch in F/X starting from (i0, f0).
The �rst components of this form a branch b in G; and the second components
induce a map Fb // X extending f0. �

Proposition 5.14. (Σ relational, T regular normal equality-free.) Assuming WIC
and either RRS or RDC, every structure has some weakly T-re�ective map into a
T-model.
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Proof. (By Prop. 5.4, RRS is equivalent to RDC in the presence of WIC.)
Let A be any Σ-structure. By Proposition 5.12 together with RDC, we can take

some branch A = A0 // A1 // A2 // . . ., in which each step is T-productive
and weakly T-re�ective.

Now set Ā = lim
−−→i

Ai . By Proposition 5.11, Ā � T; and by Proposition 5.13,
A // Ā is weakly T-re�ective. �

Proposition 5.15. (Σ relational, T regular normal equality-free.) Assuming RDC
and WISC, every structure has some jointly weakly T-re�ective set of maps into
T-models.

Proof. First note that given any set X of Σ-structures, there exists some set Y of
Σ-structures such that for eachA ∈ X, the set of all T-productive maps fromA into
structures inY is jointly weakly T-re�ective. This follows from Prop. 5.12 together
with Collection, and the fact that any superset of a jointly weakly re�ective set is
jointly weakly re�ective.

Now let A0 be any Σ-structure. By RRS applied to {A0} and the entire relation
of the previous paragraph, there is some set X of Σ-structures containing A0 such
that for each A ∈ X, the set of all T-productive maps from A into structures in X
is jointly weakly T-re�ective.

TakeG to be the graph with objects X, and with arrows all T-productive maps
between these. Then Prop. 5.11, applied to the evident diagram G // Str(Σ), tells
us that the maps 〈A0 // Ab〉b ∈BrG (A0) form a jointly T-re�ective family. But by
Prop. 5.11, each such Ab is a model of T; so we are done. �

Finally, we can put all the pieces together:

Theorem 5.16 (“Choice principles⇔ re�ection principles”).

1. AC is equivalent to “all regular theories have functorial weak re�ection”.

2. Assuming RRS (or a fortiori RDC), WIC is equivalent to “all regular theories
satisfy weak re�ection”.

3. Assuming RDC, WISC is equivalent to “all regular theories satisfy joint weak
re�ection”.

Proof. We tackle �rst the⇒ directions of the three equivalences.
For Σ purely relational and T equality-free, these are Prop. 5.12 (3), Prop. 5.14,

and Prop. 5.15 respectively.
For Σ purely relational but T not necessarily equality-free, these follow from

the equality-free cases by elimination of equalities, as set up in Def. 4.10–Prop. 4.13.
For weak re�ection, given A ∈ Str(Σ), consider it as a ΣE structure e (A), take a
weakly (TE ∪ EΣ)-re�ective map into a (TE ∪ EΣ)-model M , and apply q to get
a map from A (� q(e (A))) into the quotient T-model q(M ). The resulting map
A // q(M ) is weakly T-re�ective, by the re�ection q a e . The cases for joint and
functorial re�ection are analogous.
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Finally, the case for general Σ and T reduce to the relational case by elimination
of function symbols, Proposition 4.14. Replace Σ by an associated signature Σ̄ and
theory FΣ thereover, such that Str(Σ) ' Mod(FΣ), and moreover this restricts
to Mod(T) ' Mod(T̄) for some theory T̄ associated to T. Then the (functorial,
weak, joint) re�ection from Str(Σ̄) into Mod(T̄) restricts to a similar re�ection
from Str(Σ) into Mod(T).

This completes the⇒ directions of each equivalence.

For the⇐ directions, consider the signature Σ with just one unary predicate P
and one binary predicate R, and the theory T consisting just of the axiom P (x ) `x
∃y. R (x ,y). There are evident functors F : Set→ //Str(Σ) andG : Str(Σ) //Set→,
acting on objects as follows:

• F sends a function f : X //Y to the Σ-structure onX +Y with [[P]] = ν1[X ],
[[R]] = {(ν1 ( f y),ν2 (y)) | y ∈ Y };

• G sends a Σ-structure A to the projection map [[x ,y | P (x ) ∧ R (x ,y)]]A //

[[x | P (x )]]A, which we denote by дA : G1 (A) //G0 (A).

It is easy to check that F is left adjoint to G; F is full and faithful; and F and G
preserve and re�ect the subcategories of T-models and covers.

We identify any set X with the unique map 0 // X , as an object of Set→. In
particular, by 1 we mean for now the map 0 // 1, not the terminal object of Set→.

We now take the three⇐ directions in turn.
Firstly, supposeW : Str(Σ) // Str(Σ) is a functorial weak re�ection, with unit

η : 1 //W ; we will show that AC holds.
Take any singleton 1 = {?}. ThenW (F (1)) contains some element �, such that

W (F (1)) � R (η(ν1 (?)),�).
Now, let p : Y � X be any cover; we will construct a splitting of p.
There is a unique map ι : X // p in Set→ over 1X . This induces a map

F ι : F (X ) // F (p), which by the universal property of the weak re�ector factors
throughW (F (X )) as F ι = f · ηF (X ) , for some f .

We can now obtain a splitting of p, by �rst �nding a witnessing function for the
existentials inW (F (X )), and then composing this with f . Precisely, each x ∈ X de-
termines a map x̂ : 1 //X , and hence a homormorphism pxq := Fx̂ : F (1) //F (X ).
For each x ∈ X , naturality of η ensures thatW (F (X )) � R (ηF (X ) (ν1 (x )),W pxq(�)).
So the map X // X + Y (= |F (p) |) sending x to f (W pxq(�)) factors through Y ;
and this factorisation gives a section of p.

F (1) F (X )
pxq

//

W (F (1))

F (1)

OO

ηF (1)

W (F (1)) W (F (X ))
W pxq //W (F (X ))

F (X )

OO

ηF (X )

W (F (X )) F (p)
f //W (F (X ))

F (X )

OO F (p)

F (X )

::

F ι
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
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Secondly, suppose weak re�ection holds for T; we want to show that WIC holds.
So let X be any set; we will �nd a weakly initial cover for X .

Consider the Σ-structure F (X ) as before, and let η : F (X ) //A be some weak
re�ection into a T-model. Applying G to A gives a cover дA : G1 (A) � G0 (A), and
transposing η under the adjunction yields a map η̂ : X //G0 (A). Pulling back дA
along η̂ gives a cover p : X̄ � X , and a factorisation of η̂ through the canonical
inclusion ι : X // p.

Transposing again, we get a factorisation of η : F (X ) // A through F (ι) :
F (X ) // F (p). Now F (ι) : X // F (p) is weakly T-re�ective, since η was. Since F
is full and faithful and sends covers to models of T, it follows that ι : X // p is
left-orthogonal to all covers (viewed as objects of Set→). That is, p : X̄ // X is a
weakly initial cover.

Finally, to show that joint re�ection for T implies WISC, we perform the same
construction as above on each map in a jointly re�ective set ηi : F (X ) //Ai , and
obtain (by essentially the same argument) a weakly initial set of covers pi . �
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